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THESE ARE PRICES FOR SERVICES ALONE, IE. BRAIDING FEES.THEY DO NOT INCLUDE PRICES OF HAIR. TO
SEE HOW MANY PACKS YOU WILL REQUIRE FOR EACH STYLE, PLEASE CHECK THE NEXT SECTION FOR AN
AVERAGE ESTIMATE WE HAVE COLLECTED OVER TIME.

1. Crochet braids ( Kimz hair )………………………………………………….38,000
Non- Kimz hair…………………………………………….40,000
With leave out ……………………………………………35,000

Time is an average of 2 hours depending on how well detangled your hair is, perimeter size of your
head, volume and length of your hair. Style Lasts up to 4 weeks with proper maintenance.

2. Melanin twist out ……………………………………………………………….40,000
Time is an average 2 hours 30 minutes. (Depending on individual hair factors), the process involves
curling the hair around your perimeter to blend in with the extensions. Also the hair is pre-curled before
your appointment to create the illusion of a natural hair twist out. Lasts to 6- 8 weeks under good
maintenance. Low maintenance as it just requires you to twist the hair in big chunks at night every 3
days.
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3. Pick and drop (With Crochet braiding)……………………………… 45,000
Time is an average of 2 hours. (Depending on individual hair factors), it involves braiding individual
braids on the perimeter (picking and dropping) and crocheting the section in the middle. Style lasts 3
weeks and will need to be retouched around the perimeter to look neater after 3 weeks to last longer.

(Entire head-individual braids)………………………………………50,000
Time is an average of 2 hours 30 minutes (depending on individual hair factors). No crochet, instead we
braid individual braids the entire head. The process, involves pre-braiding your own hair into a strand
and then redoing the process with the extensions to ensure that your own hair is protected on its own.
If your hair is longer we may have to re-do the step a third time to make sure that the curl is visible.

4. Gypsy locs ( full size ) ………………………………………………………...76,000
Time is an average of 3 hours. (Depending on individual hair factors).it is a 3 step process, first we prebraid your hair into strands and then we add the curly hair to the strand by re –braiding the strand and
the hair , then we wrap the new strand altogether with wrapping hair. This is also to protect your hair
from breakage due to weight of the wrapping hair. It is recommended for individuals with hair at list 3
inches and above so that the style lasts. It is low maintenance and the style lasts more than 8 weeks, we
recommend getting a touch up after a month so you can go longer. It is water friendly as you can wash
the hair & swim with the hair.

(Mini size)……………………………………………………………….. 60,000
These are locs reaching shoulder length, so the difference between these locs and the full size gypsy locs
is only the length. Process and qualities of the style are similar as the full size.
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(New gypsy) …………………………………………………………….30, 000
Involves incorporating different techniques such as threading with gypsy locs tails etc. Styles are
limitless, but the core idea is to have locs incorporated in the mix. This is supposed to be a short term
style to last between 1- 3 weeks maximum and to foster growth of hair.

5. Lita twists (short ) ………………………………………………………….....40,000
Time is an average of 2 hours 30 minutes. The process involves pre-braiding your own hair into a strand
then crocheting a strand of twisting hair and twisting it along with the strand. The style is water friendly

and could last up to 8 weeks. We encourage you to have a touch up on the perimeter after 4-5 weeks so
you could go longer. It is low maintenance. Not suitable for people with damaged edges or thin hair.

(Long) ………...........…………………………………………….50,000
Time is an average of 3 hours. The process is similar to the short twists, the difference comes with the
length. We recommend you to avoid swimming as the hair could easily feel heavier and therefore stress
the roots if the hair exceeds 3 packs. It is low maintenance but not suitable for people with damaged
edges or thinning hair.

7. Angelique pre-twisted (short-crochet) ………....................38,000
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Time is an average of 2 hours. The process incudes pre-twisting the hair into twists ahead of your
appointment, the twists will then be crocheted on to your cornrows. Style lasts up to 4 weeks or until
the foundation of the crochet braids loosens up (based on factors such as : how soft your hair is, or
whether we used braiding hair/threads along with your hair foundation to make it more sturdy ). Bonus
tip: The hair could be re-used.

8. Angelique twists -pre-twisted ……………………………………………………………………………........50,000
Time is an average of 2 hours .The process involves twisting individual twists all around the perimeter of
the head and the pre-twists are installed in the middle using the crochet method. The hair remains
extremely versatile in styling, it is water friendly, and can last up to 4 weeks or more, we recommend
touching up around the perimeter after 4 weeks or so to continue to last longer. Suitable for people
with short hair or weak hair but want the look of twists.

9. Passion twists ……………....…………………………………………………50,000

Time is an average of 3 hours .The process involves individually twisting your hair into a strand and then
twisting the strand along with the curly hair. Style can last up to 4 weeks or more but touch ups are
recommended after 4 weeks if you want to last longer with the hair. They are water friendly. For
naturalistas, we urge them to stretch their hair (i.e. finely combed, blow dried or straightened) so their
natural hair may not poke out of the twist.

10.

Simple buns & simple ponytails ……………..…….10,000

11.

Advanced hair styling…………………………………………..25,000
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This involves styling the hair into different up dos with twists and less simple techniques.

12.

Crochet braids Repair .......................................…………..10,000

13.

Locs & twist repair ………………….........................…….20,000

14.
Detangling …………………………………………............................5,000
Involves detangling of a crochet braids after installation after some time to return the matted or tangled
curls back to individual curls.
15.
Wash and detangle ………………….....………………………….15,000
Includes washing, blow drying, oiling and detangling the curls on the installation without repairing.

16.

Wash, detangle and repair ……………………………….…25,000

17.

Wash and blow dry ……………………………………….………….7,000

18.

Wash and blow dry locs ………………………………………10,000

19.

Blow dry alone/ wash alon……….…………..……………….5,000

20.

Deep conditioning full service……………...............10,000

21.

Taking down (undoing ) (crochet )..............................3,000
(Braids, twists)…………………………………………..…..5,000
(Locs) .................................................…...7,000

22.

Simple make up…

…………………….....…….…….…….... 25,000

20. Simple make- up + lashes ………………………...……………....40,000

NB. Hair factors are: how well detangled your hair is, size of the perimeter, volume & length of your hair,
volume and the length of the hair you want.
AVERAGE PACKS FOR EACH STYLE
Use of hair per style is an average collected by Kimz hair, please note that each individual is different
and factors such as preference of volume & length of the style chosen, natural length and volume of
your own hair and the perimeter of your head may all affect the number of packs you use.

STYLE
CROCHET –Angelique hair
Nice-monique hair
Blossoms
Melanin fro
Melanin twist out
Angelique pre-twist-(short)
Coily hair
Curly fly

PACKS
1
2
2
2
3
2
1
1.5

PRICE PER PACK
16,000
16,000
16,000
14,000
14,000
16,000
10,000
20,000 per style.

PICK & DROP - full head
individual)

3

16,000

-with crochet

2

16,000

Lita twists – short
-long

2
4

16,000
16,000

Passion twists

5

16,000

Gypsy locs – full size
-Mini size
+ curly hair
+ wavy hair

4
3
1
1

16,000
16,000
16,000
5,000

Angelique twist- crochet (thin
version)

3

16,000
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